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Students Will Honor Hauck Tonight
An hour long program recount-
ng humorous incidents and anec-
dotes during Dr. Arthur A.
Hauck's career at the University
of Maine will be presented by the
students tonight in the Memorial
Gym.
The student
-sponsored narrative is
part of a special two day program
+ionoring retired President Hauck.
Alumni, faculty, trustees, and students
will take part in the four events
scheduled for the two days.
The Thursday evening program will
begin at 7:45 when Owls and Senate
president Robert Worthing escort Dr.
and Mrs. Hauck to the Memorial Gym
in a torchlight parade.
The narrative will begin at 8 o'clock
with the arrival of the Haucks. Those
attending are urged to be seated by
7:45 for an explanation of the pro-
gram before President Hauck's en-
trance.
Three narrators will tell the story
of Dr. Hauck at the University of
Maine—Donald Cookson, Mary E.
Maher, and James R. Hambelton.
Three short skits will help illustrate
incidents and activities during his 24
years as University president.
Robert Worthing will present Dr.
and Mrs. Hauck with a gift from the
student body. The band and glee club
will provide music for the program.
Governor Edmund S. Muskie rep-
resented the State of Maine in hon-
oring Dr. Hauck at this morning's
assembly. Governor Muskie will key-
note the convocation, followed by
Dr. Hauck's farewell speech.
An academic procession preceded
the assembly, with faculty in gowns
and hoods. The University chorus
furnished music.
In a luncheon this noon at North
Estabrooke Hall present and past
trustees of the University who served
during Dr. Hauck's administration
paid honor to the retired president.
Members of the Alumni Council also
attended.
Faculty members and their wives
paid tribute to Dr. and Mrs. Hauck
with a faculty dinner in &odder Hall
last night.
SMILING SHIRI.ENE--After hating been named Honorary lieutenant Colonel Shirlene Heath is escort-ed in the Grand March by Carroll Denbow. (Photo by Raphael)
Ask Student Owned Bookstore
The General Student Senate was told last week that the University Bookstore should be ow ned
.nd operated by the students of the University of Maine.
The statement was made as part not represent the considered opinion
: d tentative report by the Senate of the entire committee, were not
.ommittee investigating the possibility final, and might be changed before
: making the Bookstore a student- final recommendations were made to
.00perative enterprise. the Senate.
The report was made by James R. The co-operatite Bookstore, as
•-lambelton. a member of the commit- outlined by Hambelton, would
•Le. in what he called "a report of hate a 12-man board of directors.
some things we have discussed." all students, elected by popular
-1ambelton said that conclusions did vote of the student body. Terms
of office would be spaced out by
class so that after the first year,
emelt class would elect only one
neo. member each year.
Objective of the reorganization of
the Bookstore would be to make it
operate on a non-profit basis, with a
mark-up in prices only high enough
to cover operating expenses.
(Continued on Page Twelve)
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Miss Spalding Is
'Campus' Editor
iss Leslie S. Spalding, a jun-
ior majoring in journalism, was
named Editor-in-Chief of the
Maine Campus Monday.
Miss Spalding is the first girl
to hold the editor's post in about
13 years. She will assume her
new duties with the first edition
following vacation.
Announcement of her appointment
was made by .Asst. Prof. Brooks W.
Hamilton, head, the department ofjournalism and chairman, the student-
faculty publications committee which
made the choice.
Miss Spalding ha. liven Cam-
pus City Editor the past seines-
ter. and was assistant make-up
editor during the fall. She has
reported for the paper since her
freshman year.
She is a member of the Maine Press
Club. a student aide at the recent
Democratic Convention, and a mem-
ber of the Rock and Hammer Club.
She is a Dean's I.ist student.
Dean of Women Edith Wilson has
said that special late permission will
he granted to aliow Miss Spalding to
work on the paper.
Appointment of the new Business
Manager for :he Cimtpits will be made
after spring vacation.
Song, Dance, Football, Poetry,
 All Interest Union Head, Jones
To Investigate Snow Removal
By Bill Farley
University Director of Plant
..nd Facilities Francis S. McGuire
•• investigating reports that a
-niversity snow removal crew
ammed student autos with a
• ,ow to get them out of the way
'ter a recent snowstorm.
"This incident is not in keeping with
r policy." McGuire told the Cam-
"I am going to find out who was
-iving those trucks."
He said-that he would not comment
1 the action he would take until he
• nous all the facts."
The Ytatement ro.e out of a
letter t.ritten to the Campus It!
I nit ersitt student Mart in Ilerselt-
Field and witnessed by 20 other
Maine male students. They said
hat the 1.ni‘eroity .no% removal
..revi had pushed cars ont of the
s.as with their plows.
In part the letter says, "On Sunday .
\ larch 16.... the University plow.
,Imber five, was preparing to plow
(Continued on Page Four)
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Nelson B. Jones. Union Director, says that he sometimes thinkshe should have gone into vaudeville as a song and dance man.
-I love musical comedy. I like to
lead group singing and to get up in
front of people and perform."
Jones. whose watchful concern
keeps Union activity clicking along
efficiently, labels himself a conserva-
tive, confident conformist. Yet his in-
terests range from football to poetry.
from billiards to wood-working.
Was Fraternity Prexy
Wide-ranging interests are
new for Jones. In college.
president of his fraternity, student di-
ret:toi of intramural sports, part-time
Union director, and a football player.
During his undergraduate days. he
thought seriously of becoming a foot-
ball coach. But since he had to work
his way through college, he took on
the part-time, Union director's job at
Brown his senior year. Injuries end-
ed his thoughts of a coaching career.
He stayed as full-time director of the
Union until he took the same job
here five years ago.
Like. l'nion Nit ork
"Vt h) do I like my job? Well.
nothing
he was
some may feel that this is a silly rea-
son. but I like the non-academic side
of a college or uni‘ersit.
"I am able to help people with
earthy problems. not just students but
alumni and faculty."
His work allows him to help peo-
ple. and to add something more to
their lives, he believes.
(Continued en Pace 'Vine)
Convention Is
Tension Filled
"It was a great pep but there
was plenty of serious business con-
ducted, too.-
This was the impre,sion of I eslie
Spalding. a Citizens Clearing House
sponsored student aide at the Demo-
cratic Convention in I ev4iston last
weekend. The 20 students, from Bates.
Bow doin. and Maine. were assigned
(Continued on Page Four)
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Gymnasium Will Not Be
Used During Final Exams
By Ron Knight
1here will be a drastic reduction in
combined final examinations this se-
mester. according to George Crosby,
University registrar.
Scheduling Is Impossible
The decision was made by the Fac-
ulty Council because the increasing
number of common exams have made
it impossible to incorporate them into
the schedule. Therefore, instead of
having one exam for freshman Eng-
lish. for example, there will be separ-
ate exams for each class.
Department heads and faculty will
bear the brunt of the new policy. De-
partment heads will have to make out
separate tests for each class, and facul-
ty members, giving the exams, must be
present as monitors for an increased
number of sessions whereas, in the
past. they had to attend only the one
common exam for certain courses.
Crosby says that there are 107 com-
mon exams and it has become im-
possible to find times when all the
students can take them.
Chairs, Walls Are Damaged
He added that the damage to chairs
and walls by accumulating tablet arm-
chairs in the gymnasiums, and the re-
duction in size of two of the larger
classrooms which had formerly a busy
examination schedule, have also made
curtailment necessary.
Most finals will be held in the same
rooms that the classes are held. The
gymnasiums will not be used again
for examinations.
Crosby says that a few common
exams will still be held in the large
classrooms available. He has received
30 to 40 requests for common exams.
A Faculty Council committee is
studying the requests to decide which
courses are justified in holding com-
mon exams in exception to the ruling
against them. The Council will pre-
sent the requests to the Committee on
Administration for action.
Maine Faculty Is Not Satisfied
With Present Housing System
Seventy-seven University faculty
members are now living under un-
satisfactory housing conditions. This
was brought to light in a recent Facul-
ty Housing Committee report to the
Faculty Council.
The report states that of the 275
replies received from the Committee
INSURE
WITH
J. it McCLURE & Son
16 State St., Bangor, Me.
Tel. 4389
questionnaire, 30 per cent said that
they are dissatisfied with their present
housing conditions. Most of them
complained that the rent is too high.
size inadequate, the time limit is up
on their rents I referring to the south
apartments), or that they need to re-
duce housing costs because of financial
reasons.
The Committee reported that a lack
of suitable housing is the major diffi-
culty encountered by those desiring
new quarters.
Nearly all of those seeking housing
feel that the University should provide
some assistance—either by construc-
tion of University-owned apartments
and houses or by encouraging private
contractors to build housing projects.
Committee member John R. Lyman
says that the report has been sub-
mitted to the University Trustees for
consideration. He said that any action
taken will result from the deliberations
of these groups.
ALPHA GAM OFFICERS--New officers of Alpha Gamma Rho are
(front I. to r.) Clair Lewis, vice president; Larry Blanchard, presi-
dent; Paul Bridge, alumni secretary; (back) M. James Frances,
pledge master; Earl Morrison, treasurer; Dave Wadsworth, secre-
tary. (Photo hy Sutherland)
Freshmen Will Be Initiated
To Classes During First Week
"Everything not devoted to
orienting the student to actual
classroom work and life on this
campus should be omitted from
Freshman Week.-
This was the substance of a
report presented to the Faculty
Council at their last meeting on
March 17 by Dr. Joseph Murray,
Dean of Arts and Sciences. The
report was formulated by the
Freshman Week Committee.
"The primary purpose of Fresh-
man Week should be an orienta-
tion of the entering student to
life and work at the Unkersity •
and the program be designed both
in substance and sequence to
effect this purpose."
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Associate Director of Admissions
James Harmon said in this program
the faculty will play an increasingly
larger part in Freshman Week. He
said also that the incoming freshman
would be exposed to actual classroom
situations and library work.
One committee, headed by the col-
lege deans and assistants, will work
on the problem of orienting the stu-
dent to the general purpose and work
of his college by means of an organized
series of four meetings.
"Four classes will be devoted
to orientation to specific essen-
tials of classroom and laboratory
work and study procedures, in-
cluding note taking and library.
work." The committee studying
this problem is headed by the
Faculty Advisers and assistants.
Credit Changes
Effective In The
Fall At UMP
By next fall major changes will
be made in courses and credit
hours offered by the University
of Maine in Portland, according
to Charles E. Crossland. acting
University president.
Crossland said that studies are being
made to make some courses on both
campuses identical, with the same
course number, credit hours, and cata-
log description.
UMP will offer science courses for
the first time next fall. Three new
science laboratories will be built thi,
summer.
Crossland also said that steps are
being taken to more closely coordinate
the Portland and Orono campuses.
This year UMP has operated much a,
it did in the past as Portland Junior
College.
In a first move to effect major cur-
riculum and administration changes.
University Trustees will make their
first official UMP visit next month.
They will meet the UMP advisory
committee headed by Arthur Benoit.
a University trustee. During their visit
and meetings, the Trustees will dis-
cuss UMP's relation with the Orono
campus. long-range building program•
for the Portland school, and change,
for the fall.
Maine Represented
By Two Debaters
Marilyn Graffam and H. William
Freeman represented the University
of Maine in the District 8 Debate
Tournament at the College of the
Holy Cross. Worcester, Mass.. March
20-22.
The University was one of 30
schools entered in the tournament
from New England and New York
State. Two judges were assigned to
each debate.
The Maine team won debates front
the United States Merchant Marine
Academy, Brandeis University. and St
John's Hillcrest College: split with
Middlebury College and Dartmouth.
and lost to Harvard, Eastern Naza-
rene, and Massachusetts Institute o•
Technology.
MY CLOSEST SHAVE by Bill BridgenumDouglas Test Pilot
"My closest shave was during the first try at a speed
record in the fantastic Douglas Skyrocket," says Test
Pilot Bill Bridgeman, author of The Lonely Sky. "A
special B-29 dropped me like a bomb at 30,000 feet...
I turned on my rockets and climbed to 40,000 ...when
suddenly all power failed. Rocket power, cabin pres-
sure, heat —everything went — and the window frosted
over so I couldn't see. Finally I got the radio going on an
emergency battery. .. and a pilot in a chase
plane talked me down to a blind landing!"
For v_9_91Cl.s. Shaves—at any altitude—try new Colgate
Instant Shave. It's the quickest, easiest way to shave
ever, no matter what razor you use. Smooth, too! Shaves
your whiskers, saves your skin. A peat shave buy for
the tough-beard guy!
Colgate Instant Shave
Litton to the miring Celeste Soo •1 with lilt Stern Mutest
network w•ektley mornings Check your pope. for time and elution
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THEATRE
OLD TOWN
Curtain at 6:45 P.M.
THURS.-FRI.-SAT.
MAR. 27-28-29
Sat. Mat. at 1:45
157 Minutes of
Exciting Thrill.
"27th DAY"
Plus
"20 MILLION MILES
TO EARTH"
SUN.-MON.-TUES.
MAR. 30-31-APR. 1
Cont. Sun. from 3:00
CARY GRANT
JAYNE MANSFIELD
"KISS THEM
FOR ME"
In Cinemascope & Color
WED.-THURS.-FRI.-SAT.
APR. 2-5
WILL SUCCESS SPOIL
ROCK HUNTER"
Plus
"BRASS LEGEND"
Starring HUGH O'BRIAN
As WYATT EARP
BANGOR
OPERA HOUSE
"A GOOD SPOT TO RELAX"
NOW SHOWING
"THE MIRACLE OF
MARCELINO"
"It is a duty as well as a pleasure
to recommend a picture of this
kind. See it at any cost."—Most
Rev. Richard J. Cushing, Arch-
bishop of Boston.
THE YEAR'S MOST HONORED
PICTURE
COMING
APRIL 5, 6, 7, 8
CLARK GABLE &
DORIS DAY
In
"TEACHER'S PET"
Cinemascope & Technicolor
,
B I J 0HOUSE OF HITS U
,
FRI.-SAT.-MIN.-MON.
1 , DOUBLE SPECTACLE!!
FANTASTIC AND
TERRIFYING
"VIKING WOMEN
AND THE SEA SERPENT"
1 • ABBY DALTON
SUSAN. CABOT
, Plus
, 4`,THE ASTOUNDING
SHE MONSTER"
' ROBERT 'CLARKE
KENNE nUNCAN
TUES.-WED.-THURS.
TWO TECHNICOLOR HITS
"THE UNHOLY WIFE"
DIANA DORS • ROD STEIGER
"SLIM CARTER"
I 
Plus
JULIE ADAMS • TIM HOVEY
Hauck Drive
Is To Begin
On April 24
The active student campaign for the
Arthur A. Hauck Building Fund will
begin April 24 and run through May
7, Arthur F. Mayo, chairman of the
student campaign, has announced.
The receipts from the Fund drive
will be used to complete the Memorial
Union and to build the Arthur A.
Hauck Auditorium.
Plans for the completion of the
Union include finishing of the second
floor with rooms and facilities for
food serving, work, conference and
meeting rooms. Two areas of the
second floor will be used for an
alumni-faculty lounge, Chapel, and a
dining room.
On the ground floor, six bowling
alleys will be installed, and food serv-
ing facilities will be increased.
Building To Seat 1800
The Hauck Auditorium, as now
planned, will be a theatre-type audi-
torium with at least 1800 seats in a
sloping floor. Facilities will include
a full size stage and necessary equip-
ment, engineered lighting, acoustic de-
sign and balance, projection booth.
sound system, stage speakers, a spa-
cious lobby, dressing rooms and re-
hearsal facilities.
With the building of the Auditori-
um, the campus would have a center
for stage productions, assemblies. con-
ventions. concerts, weekly moving pic-
tures, special lectures and presenta-
tions, class meetings, college meetings
and other events.
Grade Changes
Voted Down
A request that plus and minus sym-
bols be used on students' permanent
records was found unfeasible at a
recent Faculty Council meeting.
The request, made by some of the
elected members, was opposed by
George Crosby, University registrar.
because there is no room on the IBM
cards for entering the information.
Crosby explained that eighty col-
umns are available on each card, and
each column can be occupied by one
letter or figure. The information on a
class card now contains the course
number and division, the course name.
the number of hours of credit, the stu-
dent number, the student's name, his
college, class, mid-semester and final
grades, plus the quality points repre-
sented by the final grades.
He further noted that a plus or I
minus sign does not affect a student's
grade point average, since, for in-
stance, a B plus or B minus still has
the same value of 3 as a straight B.
The t'pe%riter room in the Li-
brary ,ill not be available for
the rest of the semester. It has
been assigned to the students
committee for the Arthur A.
Ilauck Auditorium, according to
L. T. Ibbotson.
THE MAINE CAMPUS Page Ilsrao
WHO ME?—Shirlene Heath shoos her surprise on learning that she has been chosen Honorary Lieuten-
ant Colonel. Two other candidates, June Richards (I.) and Cornelia Proctor look on. (Photo by Raphael)
Faculty Members Learn
To Use Electronic Brain
By Phyllis Warren
Seventeen University faculty members have learned how to
use an electronic brain. The group has studied for two weeks under
the guidance of representatives of International Business Machines
and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Housed At MIT
The electronic brain, which is offi-
cially called the IBM Electronic Data-
Processing Machine, is housed in
MIT's Computation Center. The pri-
mary purpose of the course was to
teach faculty members how to pre-
pare a problem for the "brain."
Maine is one of several New Eng-
land colleges and universities that has
access to the MIT data-processing
machine. Maine faculty members who
have completed the two-weeks' course
will now be in a position to take com-
plicated mathematical and similar
problems to the MIT center for proc-
essing.
The 17 instructors have been invited
to go to MIT on April 2. 3 and 4 at
which time the mathematical problems
on which they have been working dur-
ing their training period will be "fed'
into the brain.
Li,t "Students"
Members of the faculty who took
the course are Dr. Jerry Braunstein.
associate professor of chemistry; John
Bridge, instructor in civil engineering:
Robert Chase. instructor in chemical
; engineering; Dr. Esther Comegys, as-
sociate professor of mathematics; Don-
aid Deming, assistant professor of me-
chanical engineering: Clayton Dodge.
EUROPE TOURS
$685 up
Representing All Tour Companies
Thos. Cook. American Express. University Travel.
Marsh. Sita. Caravan. Travelworld. and many others
no extra charges
ALDEN F. HEAD TRAVEL AGENCY
61 Main St,,13angor Telephone 2-5050
ALDEN FAI IELD HEAD
(Acted
instructor in mathematics; Patrick Fo-
ley, instructor in civil engineering.
John Gotham, assistant professor of
chemical engineering; Donald Hunt-
ington, graduate assistant in mathemat-
ics: Dr. Donald Kearns, assistant pro-
fessor of mathematics and astronomy;
Dr. George Krueger, associate profes-
sor of physics; Waldo Libbey, associ-
ate professor of electrical engineering;
John Lyman, associate professor of
mechanical engineering; John Royal.
instructor in mathematics, Otis Sproul.
assistant professor of civil engineering;
Francis Sullivan. associate professor of
mechanical engineering; and Ernest
Weidhaas. associate professor of engi-
neering graphics.
DICK'S FLYING -A-
61 Main St., Orono, Me.
FRIENDLY & COURTEOUS
SERVICE
Mechanic on Duty
from
7 toll
Except Sunday
Open 7 Days a Week
Photo Exhibit Given
In Lobby Of Union
Photographs by Stephen Merrill of
Brunswick. Maine, are on exhibit in
the lobby of the Union, according to
Vincent Hartgen, head of the art de-
partment.
The photographs are of subjects of
fame in many fields, including art,
sculpture, writing, and philosophy.
His interest in creative art and in the
use of the camera as a medium of art
expression are closely connected.
Merrill's work has been widely ex-
hibited throughout New England. He
has a studio in Brunswick and is a
free-lance photographer, lecturer, and
student. He serves as the official
photographer for many college year-
books and other publications in New
England.
He was born in Skowhegan. and was
educated at Bowdoin College. Dur-
ing World War II he was a cry ptogra-
pher in the Signal Corps and later
served as an instructor in the Informa-
tion and Education Section.
"BUY IT IN ORONO — -
BUY IT AT BURPEE'S"
F. T. BURPEE
HARDWARE
Eastern and Northern
Maine's Most Modern
Self-Service Hardware
Store
5 Mill St. Orono
HIGHWAY
DIVISION
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Student Complaints To Be
Under Immediate Attention
(Continued from Page One)
out the area between Beta house and
Sigma Nu ... tv,o cars in the lot
hadn't been mused."
Herschfield went on to say that pos-
sibly the students' autos were illegally
parked but said there was no excuse
for "the policy used in dealing with
the offenders"
"We saw a jeep equipped with
a plow begin Tiushing one of the
cars back to the rear of the lot,"
Herschfield wrote. "... The driv-
er backed off a distance and
rammed the ear, like it was, so
much garbage."
He v.ent on to say that the jeep be-
gan on another car while students in
Dunn Hall leaned out windows, "cat-
calling and cursing." -Again he backed
off, this time a much greater distance.
He lowered his plow, started forward
and rammed a plowful of snow into
the side of the car with enough impact
to make the sound clearly audible
from my fourth-floor room...."
He said that "for a full five minutes
the plow went from side to side, front
to back, each time slamming more
snow around the car until it was hope-
lessly enclosed...."
He said that a member of the Cam-
pus Police sat in a truck "across the
street, observing the ... plowman."
Herschfield also said that he
asked the policeman to interfere
lint that the policeman said "he
didn't have the right."
Herschfield and the witnesses called
for a clearcut policy in order "to make
this incident the last" of its kind.
McGuire told the Campus that the
policeman was correct. "He does not
have any jurisdiction over the ground
crews. He was there to direct traffic
and possibly to assist in locating own-
ers of parked autos. When an auto-
mobile owner has not been located in
the past, we have followed the policy
of towing the vehicles away."
McGuire, who was away from the
University at the time, said "I as-
A 0 Pi Elects
Janet Collins
Janet Collins has been elected presi-
dent of Gamma chapter of Alpha
Omicron Pi sorority. The retiring
president is Ntarilyn Tarr.
Other new officers include Elizabeth
Pope, vice president; Mary Ketchum,
recording secretary; Merrill Warren,
corresponding secretary; Sally Curtis,
treasurer; Patricia Grant, Panhellenic
delegate; Sally Kyle, fraternity educa-
tion; Martha Merrill, scholarship;
Martha Butler, philanthropies.
sumed that the snow removal crews
had been keeping within our policy.
This incident is not an expression of
that policy, and I'm going to investi-
gate deeper," he added.
Dean of Men John Stewart
told the earn pua that "we definite-
], don't want this kind of inci-
dent. However, I believe that the
students would have been wiser
and would have received quicker
action had they gone to Mr. Mc-
Guire with the problem."
Full-time, off-the-job
GRADUATE ENGINEERING TRAINING
helps speed careers at Western Electric
RIGHT NOW, Western Electricengineers are back "on cam-
pus" in a unique new Graduate
Engineering Training Program.
They're attending courses at spe-
cial study centers established by
the company in Chicago, New
York and Winston-Salem. N. C.
It's a rare chance to study advanced
engineering and get full pay at the
same time.
These "students" are guided by
a teaching staff of top Western
Electric engineers, outside experts
and professors from leading
universities. They're learning the
latest technical developments...
boning up on everything from
manufacturing processes to com-
puter applications.
When the program reaches its
peak. some 2.000 to 3.000 West-
ern Electric engineers will attend
each year...studying in an atmos-
phere as close to a university grad-
uate school as •is practical for
industry.
This engineering "university"
was born because of the ever-
increasing complexity of Western
Electric's job as the manufactur-
ing and supply unit of the Bell
Telephone System. Today W. E.
engineers are right in the middle
of exciting fields like microwave
radio relay, electronic switching
and automation. Graduate engi-
neering training is designed to spur
their development and advance-
ment throughout their careers.
Besides taking part in the Grad-
uate Engineering Training Pro-
gram, engineers are eligible for
our Tuition Refund Plan for after
hours study at nearby colleges.
In short, there's a unique op-
portunity at Western Electric to
develop a professional career...
and work in the exciting world of
communications.
For further information write:
Engineering l'ermonnel
Room 1111E
195 Broadwi, New York 7, N.Y.
STUDY CENTER. New York's Coliseum Tower houses one of three study centers set
aside for W.E.'s Graduate Engineering Training Program. Other centers ore in Chicago
and Winston-Salem, N. C. The engineers above are talking over product design prin
ciples, one of many subjects covered in Introduction to Western Electric Engineering
HOW GRADUATE ENGINEERING TRAINING
WOULD WORK FOR YOU
The program gets under way after
approximately six months on-the-
job experience. First off:
I. A nine-week Introduction to
Western Electric Engineering
helps you learn about your W.E.
engineering field, sharpens your
skills in getting ideas across. Tech-
nical subjects include communica-
tions systems, product design prin-
ciples, military electronic systems.
2. Another nine-week program,
General Development, starts after
your first year with us. helps
broaden and strengthen your
engineering background. Besides
technical subjects like engineering
statistics, measurements and in-
strumentation, and electronics. you
receive grounding in human rela-
tions and the socio-economic im-
portance of engineering.
3. To meet continuing needs for
formalized technical training, Ad-
vanced Development offers four-
week courses tailored to the
individual needs of the engineers
selected to attend. These courses
are designed to help develop cre-
ative engineering abilities.Compu-
ter applications, switching theory,
feedback control systems, and
semi-conductor devices and cir-
cuits are sample topics covered in
this phase.
Wegtern Electric
MANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY UNIT OF THE Mkt SYSTEM
Manufacturing locatiors at Chicago and Decatur, ID ; Kearny, N. J.; Baltimore. Md ; Indianapolis. Ind ; Allentown and Laureldale, Pa ;Burlington, Greensboro and Winston-Salem, N. C.; Buffalo, N. Y.: North Andover, Mass.; Lincoln and Omaha, Neb.; St. Paul and Duluth, Minn ;Kansas City, Kan.: Columbus, Ohio and Oklahoma City, Okla. Distribution Centers In 32 cities Installation headquarters in 16 citiesGeneral headquarters, 195 Broadway, New York, N. Y. Also Teletype Corporation, Chicago 14, II/. and little Rock, Ark.
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SERVICE WITH A SMILE—Clark Watson acts as waiter while Carol
Osgood and Donald Trafton enjoy themselves at Club Playboy. This
new type of entertainment sponsored by the Union was an apparent
success. (Photo by Raphael)
People Are Interesting Element
In All Phases Of Convention
(Continued from Page One)
to various party officials and meetings
as aides, and attended all the con-
vention sessions, including the smok-
ers, teas, and banquets.
"The atmosphere of a political con-
vention is one of tension," she said.
"No one sleeps much, for there are
people to meet, meetings to attend,
and important decisions to be made.
all in a limited amount of time."
According to Miss Spalding, much
of the important business of the con-
vention is carried on from midnight
to about two in the morning at the
open-door parties in the candidates'
and part) leaders hotel rooms. Here
delegates have a chance to meet the
candidates. size them up. and decide
whom they will back in the primaries.
"There is plenty of liquor at these
parties." she said, "but, we soon no-
ticed that the important candidates.
leaders, and delegates were staying
efficiently sober, while only the less
politically important people were be-
coming drunk.
The student aides made a special
point to meet and talk to the candi-
dates and party leaders at the conven-
tion. "The Muskies, whom we met the
second night of hotel parties, are as
easy to meet and talk to as their repu-
tation has always suggested.
"Mrs. Muskie is the perfect candi-
date's wife, charming and poised, with
a terrific memory for names and faces.
The next afternoon I attended a tea.
where I again met her, and she re-
membered my name and referred to
our conversation of the evening be-
fore, a remarkable feat when one
considers how many people she met
and talked with
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What does this fruit have to do with this cigarette filter?
VICEROY FILTER
THE VICEROY FILTER IS MADE
FROM A PURE, NATURAL
MATERIAL FOUND IN ALL FRUIT
-and it gives you Maximum Filtration
for the Smoothest Smoke!
• From the same soft, pure material found in the rich pulp of
nature's healthful fruits, modern filter scientists have created the
greatest cigarette filter ever designed. . . the Viceroy filter. For the
Viceroy filter gives you the 'maximum filtration for the smoothest
smoke of any cigarette. More taste, too. . . the pure, natural taste
of rich, mellow tobaccos. Yes, Viceroy gives you more of what you
change to a filter for!
VICEROY PURE, NATURAL FILTER...
PURE, NATURAL TASTE
I Vie
cla4
•I 103 Hr...n & V. II Items.. T..tacco t urp.
I
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Editorials 
Our Education Gets The 3rd Degree
The College of Agriculture received free publicity
on a Sunday T.V. show called The 20th Century. 20th
Century was reporting on the "Class of '58." During a
teacher-student interview, the University of Maine's
College of Agriculture was recommended to a high
school student who wanted to become a "dirt farmer."
"Class of '58" succeeded in dramatizing some well
known facts:
(1) Few of the capable students go on to college.
(2) A number do not go because of money.
(3) Others cannot go because of low grades.
(4) There are not enough scholarships for those
in need.
(5) School conditions are crowded.
(6) A class period is a short time.
(7) Teachers are underpaid.
A few years ago, Education was given the 3rd de-
gree because Johnny couldn't read. Today, Education
is being given the 3rd degree because of Russia's
Sputnik.
T.V.'s Great Challenge spotlighted Education in
two of its telecasts: the first was "The Challenge to
Education," the second "The Challenge in Technology."
Last week, Life started its "Crisis in Education"
series. We have seen surveys, reports, investigations,
inquiries, and the like before. The question is, "What
are we willing to do?"
One Platform Contains Our Planks
The 1958-59 Democratic platform has an educa-
tional plank which we quote in full:
"Reexamination of elementary and high school
curricula to meet the challenge of scientific and tech-
nological advances; strengthened high school guidance
programs, state scholarship programs for college as-
pirants; reduction of Maine student tuition at the U.
of M.; expanded U. of M. facilities, allowing use of the
state's credit 'to encourage low-interest financing' of
building construction; upgrading of teachers' salaries
and improvement of academic standards, physical facili-
ties and faculty salaries at teachers' colleges."
We quote in part from another plank called Econo-
mic Development
"Expansion of U. of M. engineering, scientific and
business schools with emphasis on research facilities."
Democratic or Republican, we endorse reduction of
tuition, increases in teachers' salaries to the point where
they can begin to compete with other states, and we
highly favor more research facilities for the University.
Students Should Rally Behind Grady
The press release of Professor Gerald J. Grady's
intentions to run for Congress from the Third District
(Campus, March 20) did not come as a surprise. We
have been looking for this announcement for some time.
If we could say something without offending any-
one, we could say that since Professor Grady will not
start his active campaign until June, we thought we
could go on record as having said, "We are for G.
Grady."
In fact we would like to see this whole University
actively campaign for Grady. We would suggest that
a pep rally be called by the students on campus, that
we should whip-up a band, rehearse the old songs, and
have some cheers.
We would like to say that his decision is something
to get excited about.
We should, and we would if we could.
This Is The End
This is the last of my editorials. During the past
months I have written all but a few of the editorials
appearing on this page.
During one year of editorializing, I have learned
at least one thing: Few men agree even on principles,
and I have learned to disagree with myself.
GPC
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Bv Bill FarleyQUOTES Student Woes Echo Round World
By Terri Hibbard
This week's question: "Do you
think that the proposed changes
In Vomen's Student Goiernment
will lead to any significant im-
provements."
Anne Wyman, senior — "The in-
terest in changing student gov-
ernment is good because it shows
that women are dissatisfied and
want changes made. However,
unless it is thoroughly publicized
and understood by the majority
of women students, it probably
wouldn't be any more effective
than the present system."
Judy Partelow. junior — "No--
because it would definitely need
enthusiastic support from the
women students and so far there
has been little. At least this was
the appearance at house meetings
in which the subject was dis-
cussed."
Joyce-marie Crockett — junior
--"The new set-up will give the
women students more of a chance
at governing themselves. With
this basic feeling instilled, I feel
that the number of cases brought
before the Governing Board will
lessen considerably."
Terri Hibbard, senior —"Since
this is my last column, I think
that it's time that I am granted
the privilege of expressing my
own opinion. I believe that such
changes will only lead to more
paper work, committee meetings,
and proposals which will be gen-
erally ignored. Unless there is a
drastic change in all forms of stu-
dent government on this campus,
major decisions will continue to
be made by the administration
and minor issues which students
are permitted to handle will fail
to gain the attention of most stu-
dents."
Prof. Charles Virtue, Universi-
ty Philosophy Department, sent
me an inter-
esting item
from the Is-
tanbul Ameri-
can Colleges
Alumni Bulle-
tin, Feb. '58.
Prof. Virtue
said that the
academic shift
referred to is
t h e upgrading
of the Colleges
to meet the
standard American ratings. The
subject of the article is Istanbul's
Robert College.
"This is not relevant to the
Maine scene," Virtue said,
"but what happened when the
probation list came out
shows the common woe of
undergraduate Ufe all over
the world."
This Is The Article:
"Coupled with the news of the
academic shift came the publica-
tion of the probation list that
was to blow student activities to
smithereens: over 40 per cent of
the Robert College and 45 per
cent of the Girl's College (both
colleges are under the same ad-
ministration) were on pro. Be-
cause of a lack of eligible play-
ers, the varsity football coach at
Robert cancelled all remaining
scheduled matches."
"Also hard-hit were student
publications. Campus News,
enjoying one of Its best years,
suddenly found itself without
any editors. The business
manager and typing editor,
among the few not on pro,
had to pitch in."
"These were not the only sur-
prises. For those who had pre-
dicted that the two girls at RC
could never succeed in engineer-
ing, it came as something of a
surprise to learn that they were
not only on probation, but
were among the highest-ranking
students in the freshman engi-
neering class. Asked how they
did it, they said that they had
not yet begun to work as hard
as they had at the Girl's College."
It looks like Robert College has
more than its share of under-
graduate woe. But the academic
shift aimed at fulfilling the aims
of education and offering the stu-
dent and the teachers a lot more
for their efforts.
Mail Bag
We Goofed By Printing U-Mexico Bit
To the Editor:
I have just finished reading Mr.
Wibby's account of his visit to
Mexico (M.C. March 1958) and a
question comes to me i.e., what
are the particular criteria he uses
in determitlng the illness of uni-
versities?
Perhaps Mr. Wibby, while in
transit, saw an ivy covered school
building and mistook the lichen
for a greenness about the aca-
demic gills. Or was it more
scientific? Did he take the pulse
of equal amounts of glass, brick
and mortar both below and above
the border, compare the findings,
make a graph, see a trend, and
then formulate, dissociate, a n d
circumnavigate until one and
some add up to all?
Whatever the alchemic process
used by the tourist Wibby to
foist his nonsense upon us, the
conclusions remain irrelevant,
ludicrous and indicative of a
cerebral eclipse.
However, sir, the responsibility
lies solely with you. I shall
grant Mr. Wibby's right to ex-
press himself, but for you, as a
journalist, to prosper this bunk-
um is a sign of depression in
your trade. Is space really that
hard to fill up? Have you no
competent reporters at your dis-
posal? Have they no standards?
Journalism should be comprised
of news and information and
"Student Says IT-Mexico Is Su-
perior" fits neither of these cate-
gories. It can not be classed as
travel although, with illustra-
tions, it might qualify for the
comic section.
You are charged with the re-
sponsibility for printing worthy
articles and not catering to the
affidavits of sophism.
Sincerely yours
John D Knowlton
LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS by Dick &bier
°6AY WORM,
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Page SevenA
 Tale Or
 Two: 
Daily News Editorials Found
To Be Digestible With Breakfast
By Gerry Conlombe
We read and hear that Maine is
famous as a vacationland and
that its biggest industry is its
tourist trade.
Readers of the Bangor Daily
News know this if they are the
type that read the News editori-
als. I read them beoause I like
them with my breakfast.
I get so emotionally involved
that more often than not I'm apt
to forget my breakfast. In fact.
if it were not for the News :aul
that paper's editorial page, I
wouldn't bother getting up in the
morning, and (while I'm digress-
ing) for that matter, if it were
not for that station on T.V. which
covers nine - tenths of Maine
(eight-tenths standing timber and
the odd tenth belonging to South-
ern Maine), I could not positively
be more active than I am . . . not
to mention what I get over radio
and Monitor.
To come back to the News, I
like their editorial page so much
that I miss the fact that they
don't put out a paper on Sunday,
and for this reason I buy the
Sunday Telegram to read their
editorial page.
A News editorial on vacation-
land reminds me of what I'm
missing by not spending my va-
cations at home, and the Tele-
gram introduces me to people
who have retired in Maine.
I must be an ignorant Cuss
'cause I don't know what Maine
gets for $75,000 of publicity.
I've never seen a Maine ad in a
National Magazine. — Well, I'm
not tellin' the whole truth neither
-- I did see a few half inch spaces
advertising camp Wallawiggi up
on Kikkgammongoo Lake, reason-
able rates, season: June through
August.
Fly to Bangor . . . . Blaze your
own trail the rest of the way
Concert Here
Tuesday Evening
The University Assembly
Committee and Mu Alpha
Epsilon will present a con-
cert by the New England
Conservatory Chorus on
Tuesday, April 8. The con-
cert will be held in the
Memorial Gym at 8:15 p.m.
There will be no charge for
admission.
The chorus, under the direction
of Lorna Cooke deVaron, con-
sists of about 45 singers. The
members will arrive late Tues-
day afternoon and will spend the
night here.
The group is making its sec-
ond annual spring tour April 7-10.
The tour will cover northern
New England with concerts in
Maine, New Hampshire, and Ver-
mont.
Will Sing In Boston
Afterwards they are due for re-
hearsals and performances of the
Berlioz Requiem, presented in the
latter part of April at Symphony
Ilan with the Boston Symphony
Orchestra under the direction of
Charles Munch.
Lorna deVaron, one of Ameri-
ca's foremost choral conductors,
has conducted the chorus since
1947. She studied with Nadia
Boulanger, Carl Weinrich, Wal-
ter Piston, Archibald T. Davison,
G. Wallace Woodworth, and Ro-
bert Shaw.
She has also been Assistant
Conductor of the Radcliffe Chor-
al Society and Assistant Profes-
sor of Music and Conductor of
the Choir at Bryn Mawr College.
Since 1953 she has been a mem-
ber of the choral faculty at Tan-
glewood.
. . . map and rnachetti included
in package deal. (I've used up
more than half an inch of space,
and I'm Just flowing with en-
thusiasm about that beautiful
spot way up or down east.)
The trouble with us Maine
Folk is that we're too derned
honest to goodness shy with
these here things. We have these
beautiful places folks here abouts
sees every day but that city folks
pays good money to sees for
thernself.
The trouble is with us is we
just don't blow 'em up enough
for other folk to see and know'd
about. I'm for tellin' some oth-
er folk. Aren't you?
We have a Division of Recrea-
tion in the Department of Eco-
nomic Development. Maybe those
boys are shakin' a leg, but I
aint seen nothin' yet in Ntl. adver-
tizing and weve been doing some
since 1927.
Suggestions Sought For Maine Day
Ralph Gallagher, Chairman of Aiary. Dave Marshall, Ken Ham-the Maine Day Projects Commit-
tee, has sent out a call for sug-
gestions for Maine Day Projects.
Maine Day is to be held Wednes-
day, May 7. Suggestions for
projects will be accepted by the
Projects Committee in 205 Libra-
ry and are due this week. "If
you have any ideas of things
you'd like to see done on Campus
now is the time to make your
suggestions," Gallagher said.
Members of the Projects Com-
mittee include: Ralph Gallagher Gallagher urges students to
—Chairman, Boris Grant, Marion scud in their suggestions now.
11ton, Barbara Covell, and Ralph
Russell. The committee has sent
letters, explaining Maine Day, to
all English professors. The let-
ters will be read to freshman
clateres.
Letters have also beeu sent to
all faculty, dorm proctors, and
presidents of campus organiza-
tions. Worth-while projects will
make Maine Day a worth-while
enterprise.
KIMBALL & MARCHO
TEXACO STATION
53 Main St.
Orono, Maine
TIRES, BATTERIES, & ACCESSORrES
Tel. 6-4412
Christmas Excuses
No Longer Valid
Students will no longer be
excused early for employ-
ment over Christmas vaca-
tion, aceordbig to a recent
Faculty Couplet! ruling. The
original ruling whereby stu-
dents could leave school
early if engaged in "essen-
ttil employment" has been de-
leted from the Information
for Guidance of Students
text.
The policy was initiated
during World War II when
there ,as an acute mantools-
er shortage. The Council
now feels that that reason 14
no longer valid due to the
rising unemployment rate.
Dr. Meyer Bloch
MAGICIAN
240 Rivington Street
New York 2, N. Y.
RICHARD MONTMEAT is a 1947 In-
dustrial Design Graduate of Pratt
Institute, Brooklyn. New York. ITe
joined General Electric's Televi-
sion Receiver Department in 1948.
"A company that plans far ahead gives
me the chance to work out my future"
"Pleasing design is no accident," says 32-year-old TV
set designer Richard Montmeat. "It takes creative
planning. At General Electric, we're constantly de-
veloping new product designs — including some for
products which won't be on the market for several
years. Ever since joining General Electric, I've had
the opportunity and challenge of working toward the
designs of the future. As I see it, a company which
plans ahead gives me the chance to work out my own
future, too."
The creative accomplishments of Richard Mont-
meat have already brought him widespread recog-
nition. He was awarded design patents in 1950 and
1955; he won the Industrial Designers Institute
Award in 1955; and his design for the 1958 General
Electric 17-inch portable television receiver was se-
lected for showing in an international design exposi-
tion in Milan, Italy.
Progress in pleasing design — making appliances
more enjoyable to own and use — is an important
factor in our nation's growing use of electricity and
in our constantly rising level of living. Planning now
to satisfy future customers is important not only to
the continued growth of the electrical industry, but to
individual progress as well. Opportunity for long-
range planning is part of the climate for self-develop-
ment which is provided for General Electric's more
than 29,000 college-graduate employees.
Fkgress Is Our Most Importimt Prodvei
GENERAL ELECTRIC
Page Licht THE MAINE cuirus Orono, ..1LaJne, .11.areh 27, 197,i
Photo Feature
"In Search Of Knowledge,/ Features University Personnel
The camera sings into focus under the blazing lights of the WABI-TV studio as "In Search of
Klicwh.dge- again goes on the air. During this part of the March 16 program. Herschel L. Bricker.
As.4ciy. Prof. of speech, discussed the American Theater with Miss Julia Eaton, behind camera, the
theatvr director at Farmington State Teachers College. Miss Kimi Kimura, a Japanese writer and
1. tur,r. and Gerald Beckwith, program producer, look on. Guiding the camera is Ronald Vilasu-
•1,, WABI cameraman.
.1 quick goljustment of
the neck microphone
one ot the t minute
d. tails that help take up
..ne's mind m. hill. waiting
lace the camera. Miss
Kimura %yore her native
costume while inter.lem,-
...1 by Gerald Beck with
ii the Japan,-, Theater
Uheckini: Ilic script t.•
inako ',lir, of cii-ordina-
t ion with I ides to be
ii. ii r..r the pr.ii.riim is
Nli. II: A
freshman. liolIey
as a jr. .1 ion
:r?.•istatit %%Oh II.
They also help
make -el, keep tra, k
visual aids, and clear tle
studio for the next pro
gram.
Hy Judy Siiur and Harmon Bannliox
"In Search of Knowledge" is the University televi-
sion program Sunday from 12-1:30 over WABI-TV, chan-
nel 5.
This educational program pro-
duced and directed by Gerald
Beckwith, University speech in-
structor, shows various phases of
University work and features or
interest to the general public.
The series consists of 25 pro-
grams. 941 minutes each.
Each program is split into
three half hour segments. Usual-
ly one segment features Universi-
ty activities, while lectures or in-
terVieWS Ule rl'eSetlled ill the
other two.
Starting in April. Iterace
Quick, A:isoe. Prof. of game man-
agement, will speak in a series
of six programs On the subject
of how natural resources arty. t
the development of an area. The
remaining programs ar current-
ly unassigned.
Last year the University spon-
sored a weekly half hour pro-
gram on each of the two Bangor
channels, making a total of 61
hour.4. With the completion or
this semester's series, the Uni-
versity will have priicrammed
:.nd a half hours this year.
keeping a ligilant eye in the control room is Robert Perkins,
IVABI console operator. Perkins gets signals from the pro-
gram director and switches the camera accordingly.
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Athletics Is Great
Favorite Of Union
Director, Jones
(Continued from Page One)
"It brings a great satisfaction to a
person growing older to feel that he
has. in some way, brought some good
to the younger generation.- He feels
ttv-z Union helps to do this.
-I like the relationship with
Ike different age group., and
everially, the non-di-einlinar,
relationship."
Jones effort to enrich people's lives
nrough his Union activities is a re-
0:,:tion of his own philosophy of get-
ti g as much fun out of life as pos-
•t;v1e.
Fie still enjoys watching profession -
baseball and some football, and
I'kes to read about these subjects.
Hit he says he doesn't have much of
it urge to participate.
-That came and went with age. I
,2...css," Jones explains. -I have three
sons of my own and not one of them
a. interested in sports. I won't push
item, although I'd like to see them
THE MAINE CAMPUS
110A DO lin LIKE IT?—Diane Wiseman and Del Babb inspectsome of the latest design. in Infinit, Fabrics now am display in themain galler, of Carnegie. The design which Diane holds is called
(Photo by Hibbard)
Dean Attends Meeting
Dean of Wonien. Edith II..
V. ikon, left campus Tuesda.
ning to attend a meeting of the
'Nati • I V....fleix.ition uf V.
Deans and Counselors at St. I. 
Missouri.
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Ah—Spring Has Sprung
On The Maine Campus
Ft* Murrir MacDonald
'It there comes a little that,
Still the air is chill and rat, ,
Climbing domn a marvIty Rood.
Ankle-deep you stick in mud
In the meadott c while you sing
This is Spring." Crancli
The first day of spring was duly
celebrated in a number of ways last
Friday. Its arrival represents many
good things—ice cream cones. Bar
Harbor and Pushaw Pond trips, an
end to diligent studying. and a new
society editor.
Spring will only intensify a number
of year-long activities—parties and
dances. lolly Boy festivals. pinnings,
engagements, and marriage.
The new society editor will still
find herself in the age-old predica-
Where there's a Man...
there's a Marlboro
.*,..acettok.
•
A long white ash means
good tobacco and a mild
smoke.
The "filter flower" of cel-
lulose acetate (modern ef-
fective filter material) in
just one Marlboro Selec-
trate Filter.
The cigarette doitgne I lor mon that
Mild-burning Marlboro combines a prized
recipe (created in Richmond, Virginia
of the world's great tobaccos with a
cellulose acetate filter of consistent
dependability. You get big friendly flavor
with all the mildness a man could ask for.
arlboro_'arthuol
YOU GET A LOT TO LIKE-FILTER • FLAVOR • FLIP-TOP BOX
mem of thinking about many so, x
happenings, but only writing abo,.. -
few. Publicity is not alv.al.. ai
santageous.
Shirleen Heath was selected Hon-
orary Lieutenant Colonel at the Mili-
tary Ball last Friday night. Al Corey
provided the music for the Scabbar1
and Blade-sponsored dance.
Friday evening costume parties in-
cluded Theta Chi's annual Apache
Party, held at the American Legion
Hall in Orono. Sammy Saliba and
his band played for the dance.
Beta Theta Pi turned Parisian a:
their French Party, with music on
records.
The Fiji, got out the grass skirt,
at Phi Gamma Delta. Dick Kelso'i
band appeared.
Saturday follow-ups consisted of a
record dance at Theta Chi and a jam
session at Phi Gam.
The Memorial Union v.as a Club
Playboy Saturday night, with mustc
by the Playboys—Dale Whitney, Ed-
. ward Hall. Jack Shaw. and Dods
White. Kelly Elliott served as maste7
of ceremonies.
First spring pirmings: Anita Frirbie
to Blaine D. Moores. Tau Epsilon
Phi; Joyce Boardman to Joe Dion.
Theta Chi: Priscilla Hatt, Maine
Medical (enter. to Jerry Brook,.
Theta Chi.
Dinner Is Held By
Sigma Phi Epsilon
s. 4Ma Phi Epsilon traternit,
x jinner last Sunda!. in honor of 1..•
in Pre,:den: and Mrs. Charles Cros-
land, Dean And Mrs. John Stek I-
Mr and \Ir.. Dotialas W0e.
and Mt. 1-red HuLhinson. and \l-
and \tr., ( ha-lc. Bartlett aid
three n.
People Sad/ —
‘` Voss ccas Pose, J al PARK'S'
PITNIKING TROURI.F.
let tt. help nt.
PARK' S HARDWARE& VARIETY
Mill Street Orono. Maine
aolla MD TRIM 111M1 ar.:a can
iNEXPF.NSiVE
ACCOMMODATIONS
V1CRLD
FAMOUS
PROGRAM
CENTER
•
N Nt i\
).,1\
WILLIAM SLOANE HOUSE 1` M CA.
355 Wvst 34tt• St 1, r•tr•
1.4,2* YDr 011 Phone Ol'Jr0
,
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Camp Food Workshop Program
Will Be Held In Merrill Hall
A management workshop in camp
food service will be held Wednesday.
April 2. at Merrill Hall.
The workshop program has been
arranged by the School of Home Eco-
nomics in cooperation with the De-
partment of Bacteriology at the re-
quest of a number of Maine camp
owners.
The program will begin with regis-
tration at 9 a.m. During the morning
session, the following topics will be
discussed: Menu planning and the pur-
chasing of food, under the leadership
of Mrs. Mary Snyder. associate pro-
fessor of home economics; food stor-
age, sanitation, and food handling,
led by Dr. Frank Dalton, associate
professor of bacteriology: camp kit-
chen equipment, kitchen layout, and
records for food cost control, led by
Miss Mary J. Hitchcock, assistant
professor of home economics.
Following a luncheon, there will be
discussion of individual camp food
service problems. Leaders for the dis-
cussion are Mrs. Snyder. Dr. Dalton,
Miss Hitchcock, and Harold Wester-
man, University of Maine football
coach and a private camp administra-
tor.
There is no charge for the instruc-
tion. The luncheon will cost a small
fee. Persons planning to attend are
asked to contact Miss Mary J. Hitch-
cock of the School of Home Econom-
ics.
Aubert Addition
To Be Completed
The addition to Aubert Hall will be
completed by the beginning of the
fall semester. Henry L. Doten, busi-
ness manager of the University, an-
nounced this week.
Doten also said that the contract
for supplying and installing equipment
has been given to Gledhill Brothers
of Boston. The equipment for the
addition will be completely installed
by August 15. Laboratory tables,
fume hoods, cabinets and instructor's
desks will be installed at the cost of
$113.685.
The Classic
Sweater
Set
In
Tycora
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED
To Wash and Wear But
Never Pill .. Tycora
SHORT SLEEVE PL LLOVER
SIZES 34 TO 40
7.99
LONG SLEEVE CARDIGAN
SIZES 34 TO 40
8.99
Completely full fashioned for ideal fit ... in light
and sleek tycora of fiat knit fashion fame. Mix or
match them in Spring's loveliest colors. White, light
pink, red tulips, orange and maize. The perfect duet
to make beautiful music for skirts, shorts and slacks!
FREESE'S
Ladies' Sport..v.ciir . . . I hi 1 I
Intramural Fights Well Attended
Over 200 fight fans at-
tended the annual Intra-
mural Boxing and Wrestling
.Meet Wednesday, Memorial
Gym. Three hard fought
boxing matches were staged
along with wrestling bouts.
The evening's most impressive box-
er was Oak Hall's Willard Caswell
who outslugged Bob Simmons of Phi
Eta Kappa. Caswell continually
landed haymaker punches to Sim-
mons' head, but game Bob managed
to hold on and last the three 2 min-
ute rounds. Caswell, who by his win
becomes the campus light-heavyweight
champion, displayed a powerful
roundhouse right.
Defending heavyweight cham-
pion Dana Kierstead, Kappa Sig-
ma. won his match in outfighting
Phi Eta Kappa's Stan Masalsky.
Kierstead starting fast landed two
powerhouse rights on Masalsky
in the first minute. Kierstead
scored the night's onl, knock-
down w hen he floored Masalsky
with a combination of punches
midway in the second round.
Masalsky, showing great spirit,
Caine on strong in the last round
to laid a few hard punches of
his own.
Showing excellent finesse and a
slick left jab, Dave Treeartin won a
split decision over Bob Thomson in
the lightweight division. Smooth Tre-
cartin, representing North Hannibal
Hamlin, reddened the face of SAE's
Thomson in the second round, with
jabs and counterpunches.
Excellent Wrestling Competition
The 137 lb. wrestling title went to
Ed Stuart, Hart Hall, who pinned
Phi Eta's John Elmore. Off Campus'
Robert White defeated Neil Bliss, Off
Campus, and Phil Averill of Dunn for
the 147 lb. title. Delta Taus Charles
MacDonald won the 157 lb. crown
with a victory over Don Michaud of
South Hannibal. In the unlimited
weight division, Da‘e Tabor of North
Dorm 3 took the honors as he out
wrestled Phi Kap's Wendell Bragg
and Phi Eta's George Lawrence.
Phi Eta took 40 boxing-wrest-
ling points toward the B. C. Kent
All Point Trophy, and Delta Tau
placed second with 15, Kappa Sig
third with 10. and Phi Kap and
SAE fourth with S. At present,
excluding basketball, Phi Kappa
Sigma leads for the All Point
Trophy with 175 points, Phi Eta
is second with 106, and Phi Mu
third with 81.
Phi Kap Wins Handball
Phi Kappa Sigma is the University's
intramural handball champion. Its
team, Bob MeKown and Date Waite,
came through a. seven-game schedule
undefeated. Phi Eta took second with
a 6-1 record, while Phi Mu. 5-2, and
Delta Tau, 4-3, placed third and
fourth, respectively.
The handball championship is Phi
Kap's second major intramural tri-
umph of the year. They took top
honors in football, during the fall.
Intramural volleyball starts Thurs-
day. April 10. Tau Epsilon Phi is
defending champion, and have two
men, Herb Cohen and Bernie Cope,
returning from last year's team. Prac-
tice sessions for the teams will be
held on Wednesday and Thursday.
April 9-10. One of the teams entered
is a Faculty squad which is- coached
by Fred Radke.
Collins Elected
Cage Captain
Dick Collins, a junior, was elected
captain of next year's varsity Basket-
ball team at the annual Winter Awards
Banquet, Tuesday night in the Men's
Cafeteria. Collins succeeds co-captains
Dud Coyne and Tom Seavey.
Other new captains are: Grayson
Lane, varsity rifle; Dave Linekin and
Dale Bessey, varsity track; Joel Dens-
more and Wayne Champeon, frosh
basketball; Roland Dubois, frosh
track; Bretton Russell. frosh skiing;
and Eliot Lang was reelected as var-
sity ski captain.
Life Saving Offered
A Red Cross Senior Life Saving
Course will begin Tuesday, April 15,
at the new YMCA pool in Bangor.
The course will include ten sessions,
on Tuesday and Thursday nights from
7 to 10 p.m. Immediately following
completion of this course an instruc-
tor's course will be given, Monday
through Thursday from 7 to 10, the
week of May 19th..
There will be a charge of $5.00 pay-
able on the first night for both courses.
Those taking only the instructor's
course V4 ill be charged 500 an evening.
Classified
Found—Man's atch—owner may
claim same by identifying it at Union
Newscounter.
Your Exclusive Arrow Dealer In Old Town
A. J. GOLDSMITH
50 years of service to U. of M. students
Great buy!
the trim-fining
ARROW Glen
It's the shirt with the stand-
out choice in collars— the
regular, button-down, or per-
manent stay Arrow Glen.
Exclusive Mitogaa tailoring
carries through the trim, tap-
ered look from collar to waist
to cuff. "Sanforized" broad-
cloth or oxford in stripes,
checks, solids. $4.00 up.
Cluett, Peabody & Co., Inc.
ARROW-
-first in fashion
FOR ARROW SHIRTS IN BANGOR
THE 
--* POINTS TO
41e04.1.. 6
175 -181 L)cciiange Street • Bangor
• Orono, I
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Phi Muers
Are Upset
By Dunn 4
By Ron Drogin
In the season's major upset. Dunn 4
defeated Phi Mu Delta, 65-63. for the
campus Intramural Basketball Cham-
pionship.
Dunn 4, down by 37-31 at half-
time, roared back to take the lead,
with ten minutes gone in the second
half. Two long setshots by Dunn's
Dave Baribeau lifted the fourth floor-
men to a 51-49 lead which they never
relinquished. Incidentally. Baribeau
is a Phi Mu pledge.
A personal scoring duel be-
tween Dunn's Charley Osgood
and Phi Mu's Bob Arsenault de-
veloped during the first half.
Osgood's off-balance jump shots
accounted for 19 of Dunn's 31
points as the ex-Easton star kept
his mates in the game. Arsenault
using fast breaks to work through
the non-fraternity champions' de-
fense scored 15 in the first half.
Trailing by four early in the second
half, Dunn came through with six
fast points to take the lead, 47-45.
Phi Mu's George Newhouse came
back with a long set-shot to score.
and then Baribeau. who starred as a
halfback on this year's frosh football
team, hit with a set. Bill Walo and
Larry Gardiner added six straight
points for Dunn.
Phi Mu threatened late in the game
as Dick Smart brought his mates to
ithin two points of Dunn. 63-61.
But Osgood, shooting calmly from
the foul-line, put in two points for
the dorm men. and Phi Mu's last
gasp came on a driving layup by
Smart to leave the final score at 65-63.
Dunn 4, coached by Ken Para.
ilk, got top overall performances
from Osgood who scored 26
points. Bill Walo who hit for 16,
Dick Kinney who was the top re-
bounder and also scored 10
points, and Baribeau who played
a smart floorgame and hit for 7.
Phi Mu came into the game sport-
ing an undefeated record in regular
season and round robin play. They
were led by Arsenault who hooped 21.
Bob MacHardy who added 13. Dick
Smart and George Newhouse who
both scored 10.
Dunn 4 succeeds last year's title-
holders, Phi Eta Kappa, as the cham-
pion. The Dunnmen won the the
non-fraternity championship by beat-
ing Dunn 3 by the score of 60-45.
FOOTBALL MEETING
University- football coach Hal
Westerman announces that a
meeting will be held in the Ban-
gor Room, Union. Wednesday,
April 9, 7:15 p.m.. for all men
interested in varsity football.
Coach Westerman will discuss
plans for fall and spring prac-
tice.
Frosh Diamondmen
In First Workout
The freshman baseball squad started
orking out last week in preparation
for a nine-game schedule. Coach Jim
Butterfield is now in the process of
trimming the 31-man squad.
Pitchers out for the team are Jack
Holmes. Dick Kinney. Hadden Libby.
Dave Mosher, Ed Skorski, Ray Weed,
Vince Wills, and Phil Taylor.
The catchers are John Boomer, Fran
Lessard, Jon Jacobs, and Ray Bernice.
Fielder are Tom Atkins. Mitch Cohen,
Neal Doucette, Larry Gardner. Robert
Howe, Art Kilborn, Don Leach. Dick
Leadbetter, Art Miles, Burt Payson,
Henry Dowell, Richard Rollins, Larry
Schiner, Tom Soychak, Dana Syl-
vester, Tom Valiton. Roland Wandke,
and Bob Tschorn.
Charles Eberbach—Catcher
Charles Chapman—Pitcher
Ken Perrone—Second Base Dirk Hlister—Shortstop
Dave Waite—Third Base Bob Gaboury—Pitcher
Bob Carmichael—Catche:
Roger Davis—Third Base
Black Bears To Open '58 Season
With Seven Games In The South
Bea4 lacts
A Friendly Warning
By Ron Drogin
Sports Editor
Dear Goldilox.
You had better watch out for that big Black Bear
From what we hear, big things are doing at his lair!
There is a note of optimism at his home. where Butterfield's
baseball players feel they can improve upon last year's 6-4 record.
Driving Jack has a good pitching staff, a strong hitting infield, an
experienced outfield, and two top catchers.
There is a whisper among the local railbirds that the Bears.
playing a full schedule of 26 games, may be the darkhorse of the
Yankee Conference and the State Series. With a year of experience
under most of the players' belts, the Bears are going to be tough
to bear.
Ayup, the Bears are really roaring. They are entering the happy
hunting ground next week for their annual rebel invasion. Compe-
tition will be rough. but don't fear, child, that Black Bear won't
let us down.
The feeling is altogether different from that which preceded
the basketball season when everyone felt that Woody's Warriors
would be lucky to win even one game. Now is that the Bears may
go all the way. They have a formula for victory: fielding plus
hitting plus Bill Burke. Dan Dearborn, Bill Suitor equals victory.
With Regards,
Most thrilling evening of the week was the Wrestling and Box-
ing intramural competition. In all the commotion, there was one
person itching to put on gloves and enter the ring. But, Don Manni
never received the chance. Nobody dared enter the ring and face
him. It seems that Don has shown such great prowess that all poten-
tial opponents shied away from combat with him. Sometimes it
just doesn't pay to be good....
That certain big hall that predicted a South Portland
victory in the New Englands can now be found somewhere
on campus in 500 little pieces. As for the I.B.M. machine,
everyone knows how accurate it is. . . . S.P. ran into those
butterflies which always pop up before something big.
The tennis team is counting on Carl Eder to help lead them
to a winning season. Edler, a junior, was inactive last year but
coming along fast and could be a valuable cog for VanPeursem's
charges. Snow has really plagued the spring teams this season.
Diamondmen had to confine their work to the fieldhouse. They
will not play outside until the opener Saturday against the swabbies
from Annapolis.
 4> By Bob Kelleter
Weather permitting, Jack Butterfield's 1958 Black Bears base-
ball club will take the field Saturday at Annapolis. The Maine nine
meets a tough Navy squad to begin the 7 game southern trip and
the 1958 season.
Navy coach. Max Bishop. has at his
command one of the best college
hurlers in the East. Captain Ben Mon-
toya. Montoya heads a list of nine
letter men returning from last year's
Middies who won sixteen games, lost
six and tied one.
After Navy, the team
tough array of teams in preparation
for the State Series and Yankee Con-
ference schedules. The Black Bears
face Georgetow n on Monday. Mary-
will meet a
3 Maine Coeds
Attend Meeting
13, Beatrice Rey nolds
Three coeds will repre;ent Maine
at the New England W.A.A. Confer-
ence, March 28-30. Clarke University.
Worcester. Mass. Gloria Chellis.
Marie !fill. and Diann Watson along
with other college students. will dis-
cuss such problems as participation in
women's sports.
Diann Watson. Marion Arey. and
Jacquelyn Perry recently received their
National Ratings in basketball. The
Rating signifies that the holder is cap-
able of officiating games anywhere in
the United States or Canada. The
Rating is given for the highest skilled
officials and represents maturity and
experience.
Ping-pong doubles and badminton
singles tournament will be taking the
front seat in women's sports beginning
April 9. Volleyball will welcome par-
ticipants before and after vacation.
April 19 will mark Maine's Spring
college playday with Bates. Colby.
and Farmington State Teachers Col-
lege. The annual high school play-
day will be held at Maine May 17.
Anyone interested in participating in
these playdays is asked to contact
some one in the physical education
department.
land on Tuesday. Columbia on
Wednesday Rutgers on Thursday.
Fairleigh-Dickinson on Friday. and
the Coast Guard on Saturday to end
the trip. Last year the Bears faced
three teams on the Southern excursion
losing all three games, one to Navy. 3
to 2.
There are still 10 players kid-
ding for the 8 regular positions.
This situation is likely to exist
throughout the season as Butter-
field juggles his lineup accord-
ing to the opposition.
However. there are 5 positions w hich
are set. Dick Hlister and Ken Per-
rone will continue as the DP combo.
They have teamed together for the
past two seasons and will continue
next year as seniors. Sophomore
Rollie Gray has cinched the first base
job. Captain Roger Pepin and Ronnie
Ranco. a pair of seniors, will cover
left and center fields respectively.
Pepin and Ranco are being counted
upon to lead the Maine attack.
Charlie Eberback and Bob Car-
michael are still in their struggle
for the top catching position.
Charlie may have the upper hand
here as Bob is also in the com-
petition for right field. Carmi-
chael is challenging Red Davis
and Walt Burlock for the fielding
post. Davis is also a two position
man as he and Dave Waite are
trying for possession of third
base.
COMING EVENTS
Weeks of March 29-April 11
Varsity Baseball
Mar. 29—at Navy
Mar. 31—at Georgetown
Apr. 1—at Maryland
Apr. 2—at Columbia
Apr. 3—at Rutgers
Apr. 4—at Fairleigh Dickinson
Apr. 5—at Coast Guard
Apr. 11—at Connecticut
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6 New England Colleges Offer
20 Subjects At Resident Rates
Maine students will benefit from I grams not available at their own state
preferential admission and in state universities. 
Students accepted in these programs
are also eligible for in-state or resident
tuition and fees. which are consider-
ably lower than those usually charged
out-of-state students.
For a program beginning at the
freshman level, the student applies
directly to the institution offering it.
For other programs he applies as a
regional student at the level at which
the specialized courses are introduced
—sophomore. junior. senior, or gradu-
ate. A regional student receives his
degree from the university at which
he completes his studies.
Each university designates which of
its programs are to be regional and
maintains control over its own courses.
Representatives from cooperating uni-
versities work together on programs
involving more than one institution.
Regional programs available to
Maine students include the following:
tuition rates next fall at five New
England state universities in 20 spe-
cialized programs not available at the
University of Maine, according to
Charles E. Crossland, acting president
of the University.
By pooling resources, he said, the
six state universities are able to in-
crease the number and variety of edu-
cational opportunities for all New
England residents without duplicating
high-cost facilities and highly quali-
fied staff in each state.
Details of the regional plan, de-
veloped with assistance of the New
England Board of Higher Education.
are available in folders being distrib-
.ited to high schools this week by the
University.
Under this new cooperative pro-
gram. qualified New England residents
are given preferential admission at
cther state universities in certain pro-
at the University of New Hampshire—
hotel administration, art, art educa-
tion, and occupational therapy; at the
University of Vermont—commercial
education, secretarial science, and
dairy manufacturing; at the University
of Massachusetts—dairy manufactur-
ing, food technology, industrial en-
gineering. landscape architecture, and
public health; at the University of
Rhode Island—marine biology, phar-
macy. textile chemistry, and turf green
management; at the University of
Connecticut—anthropology, art, art
education. insurance, law, pharmacy,
physical therapy, and social work.
Specialized programs offered by the
University of Maine to residents of
certain other New England states in-
clude agricultural engineering. fores-
try, physical education for women.
pulp and paper management, pulp and
paper technology, wildlife manage-
ment and conservation, chemical engi-
neering. and entomology.
Bookstore Run
By Students
(Continued from Page One)
"There just doesn't seem to be any
justification for the Bookstore making
a profit," Hambelton told the Senate.
"Although all their profits are spent
on worthy projects none are actu-
ally essential. The point is that we
are taxed twice—once as students
through paying higher prices in the
Bookstore for essential items, and
once as Alumni for fund-raising
drive." Hambelton claimed that money
given to the Union did not reduce the
amount that Alumni were expected to
contribute for the completion.
ttudents need every cent they
can get. They should be able to
pa, the lowest possible prices for
books and supplies. Let them
make contribution after they are
.Alumni."
After hearing the report. the Sen-
ate unanimously passed a resolution
asking the Bookstore manager, Har-
old L. Bruce. to appear at the next
Senate meeting to answer questions
WHAT Is A 
MAN WHO
SMOKE RINGS?BLOWS 
SMOKE RINGS come in all shapes and sizes. Like 4-sided
smoke rings for squares. Sturdy smoke rings for windy
days. Even invisible smoke rings for people who aren't
ostentatious. As any competent smcke ringer ( Vapor
Shaper in Sticklese! will tell you. the best way to start
one is to light up a Lucky. It's best mostly because a
Lucky tastes best. A Lucky gives you naturally light,
wonderfully good-tasting tobacco. toasted to taste even
better. Why settle for less? You'll say a light smoke's the
right smoke for you!
tjCFY
STRIKE
DON'T JUST STAND THERE
STICKLE! MAKE $25
Sticklers are simple riddles with two-word rhyming
answers. Both words must haxe the same number of
syllables. , No drawings, please!)
shell out $25 for all we use—
and for hundreds that never see
print. So send stacks of 'em with
your name. address, college and
class to Happy-Joe-Lucky. Box
67A, Mount Vernon, New York.
CIGARETTES
••
404144 DD DE• 40 40
WHAT ARE MALICIOUS SMOKE SIGNALS?
RICHARD TENGSTEDT. Tribal Libel
FLORIDA STATE.
crast SACK. Flapper Wrapper
NEIPAASAA WESLEYAN
LIGHT UP A tight SMOKE-LIGHT UP A LUCKY!
Product of ec ‘,14444:eart itiencico-erysetrys —"Sleaze* is our meddle name"
SWIMMING ANYONE?—Ruth
Robinson  dels one of the at-
tractis e slimmer st, les shown in
Nlonda? night's Tel Deli fashion
show. ( Photo by Gregg)
TV Workers
Will Be Paid
The University Administration has
approved a recommendation that staff
members engaged in regular television
work receive either extra pay or a
lighter classroom load.
The recommendation, made by the
Publicity-Radio-Television Committee,
is intended to compensate for extra
time spent in devising and planning
programs.
Pay rates will be comparable to
those offered for other outside activi-
ties such as General Extension Di-
vision teaching, which amounts to
$300 a semester for a three hour 15
week course.
Faculty Members May
Apply For Fulbrights
Facult menibers interested in
lecturing or ads anced research at
uni‘ersities in Latin America,
South and Southeast Asia, and
the Pacific, should appl, now for
1959-60 Fulbrights.
Interim competition for 1958-
59 is also open in Brazil, Iran,
Ireland. and Taiwan. Pamphlets
describing the openings may b,
obtained from Dr. Alice Ste-wart
at her office in 140 Ste., ens Hall,
HELP WANTED
.4VAIL4BLE 1.1. 1
Sales Management Trainee—
preferably Liberal Arts or Business
Administration degree. Married or
single, ages 22 to 25. or up to age
27 if 2 years of military service.
High School and college extra
curricular leadership more impor-
tant than high grades. First year
straight salary of $4.264. Second
year salary plus liberal bonuses for
satisfactory performance. Inquire
at Placement Office or write direct
to
DON H. STIN1PS0N, InVeCTOT of
Agencies
New York Life Insurance
Company
477 Congress, St., Portland, Me.
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